
IX TEST ENGLISH ON GRAMMAR
TIME: ½ HOUR M.M.: 20
1. The following passage has not been edited. There is an error in each of the lines against which a blank is

given. Write the incorrect word and the correction is your answer sheets against the correct blank number.
Sleep much to stay in shape. (a) _______________ ½ × 8 = 4
This is that a recent study on the relationship (b) _______________
between sleep duration or overweight risk (c) _______________
from third grade and sixth grade children (d) _______________
says. Researchers find that children who do not (e) _______________
sleep enough-least than nine hours each day (f) _______________
were more like to be overweight, regardless (g) _______________
of its gender, race, socio-economic status (h) _______________
or quality of home environment.

2. Complete the following passage by inserting a suitable word in each blank : ½ × 8 = 4
Scavengers are birds and animal that feed (a)_________ dead(or injured) animal and plants. They clean the planets
organic waste. The moment (b)_______ get natures warning signal-odour-thay quickly (c)______ to the rescue. They
break down the organic material into smaller pieces, (d)_______ are them eaten by decomposers and broken down
(e)__________ chemical parts. These chemical parts, including nitrogen, carbon________ other nutrients, are used
again by plants and animals (g)_______ without scavengers, the world (h)________ be covered with dead plants and
animals.

3. In the passage given below, one word has been omitted in each line. Write the missing word along with the
word that comes before and the word that comes after in your answer sheets against the correct blank
number. ½ × 8 = 4
If there is irritation the nose, (a) _______________
We sneeze. It a reflex action (b) _______________
Designed expel any foreign (c) _______________
Body trying to enter the nose but
Why we close our eyes we (d) _______________
Sneeze has never satisfactorily explained (e) _______________
At one time was believed that (f) _______________
Closing the eyes prevented from popping out (g) _______________
Their society due to the force of the sneeze. (h) _______________

4. Look at the newspaper items below. Then use the information in the headlines to complete the paragraph.
Write only the answers in your answer sheets against the correct blank number.
a. FIVE KILLED, 42 INJURED AS BUS FALLS INTO 90 FEET DEED GORGE anandpur sahib : five person

___________ and 42 others injured when a tourist bus____________________ near garha mora village of himachal
Pradesh on the Punjab border around 3:30 a.m on Tuesday.

b. STERLITE TECH BAGS ORDERS OF RS. 600CR
Mumbai : Optic-fiber cable maker sterlite technologies on Tuesday said it __________ from clients in india and
Africa in November.

c. RAHUL FLAGS OFF SECOND PHASE OF RED RIBBON EXPRESS
The___________ by congress chief rahul Gandhi today in the national capital.

d. IRRFAN KHAN DIAGNOSED WITH NERVE-ENDOCRINE TUMOUR
Mumbai : Actor Irafan Khan today revealed that he __________ with nerve-endocrine tumour, a rare form of cancer.

5. Rearrange the following words and phrases to from meaningful sentences.
a. Between in a tall tree/the red silk cotton/January and march/that flowers
b. All over/and Myanmar/the sub-continent/including sri lanka/it is found
c. As the tree advance/of the young tree/the trunk/that disappear/in age/has hard conical thorns.
d. Pull out/to chew them/ the thorns/ some people.
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